Abstract -Rotor flux Observers can provide an attractive means for achieving direct field oriented control of induction machines.
INTRODUCTION
There are two basic forms of rotor flux field orientation; direct field orientation which relies on direct measurement or estimation of the rotor flux magnitude and angle and indirect field orientation which utilizes an inherent slip relation [ 11. Because indirect field orientation is essentially a feedforward scheme it is naturally parameter sensitive, particularly to the rotor time constant, and thus has led to the development of numerous parameter adaption schemes [2] .
The implementation of direct field orientation via air gap flux measurement has typically been plagued by the complexities and lack of mechanical robustness associated with intrusive sensors located within machine air gaps. Furthermore, a correction is required for the rotor leakage flux if rotor flux field orientation is to be achieved. However, a recently demonstrated method of measuring the flux angle via the saturation-induced third harmonic in the phase voltages is promising as it alleviates the need of intrusive sensors or modifications of the machine. [3] Estimation rather than measurement of the rotor flux is an alternative approach for direct field orientation that has received considerable attention. As with the third harmonic scheme, only terminal properties measurement (in some cases including rotor speed) is required. However, the accuracy associated with such estimation schemes is inherently parameter sensitive. The degree of sensitivity to both machine parameter estimates and also measured signal noise, e.g. quantization noise, filter attributes, sample rates, etc., is dependent upon the particular estimation scheme that is implemented.
Even though observers in general have been around for several decades [14- 151, a clear and physically-insightful method of developing flux observers has not yet evolved.
Furthermore, an insightful method for evaluating the accuracy implications of parameter errors for applications such as rotor flux estimation is still needed. This lack is perhaps a fundamental problem with the current methodology of designing observers based solely upon Gopinath's minimal order observer theory [14] . This paper attempts to present in a straightforward manner the accuracy attributes of both open and closed-loop nonlinear rotor flux observers for direct field orientation. It attempts to lay a foundation for a physics-based design and accuracy analysis methodology applicable to both linear and nonlinear observers.
Technically, the word "observer" implies an estimator that employs both inputs to integration process models and feedback control for error correction to improve estimation accuracy and for defining the error correction dynamics. In this paper, such estimators with feedback correction controls are denoted "closed-loop Observers", while "open-loop observers" refer to estimators that employ integration process models without feedback correction. The open-loop observer is then essentially a real-time simulation of the physical process, i.e. the induction machine in this case. As such, one important property of the open-loop observer is that it provides nearly instantaneous tracking capability. It will be shown how the closed-loop observer can be formed to inherently retain this nearly instantaneous tracking capability.
The third form of estimator evaluated in this paper is based on cancellation methodologies, whereby approximate differentiation of signals is used to cancel the effects of process integration. In linear systems, this approach is also known as pole/zero cancellation. However, differentiation makes such approaches susceptible to measurement and quantization noise.
COMPLEX VECTOR INDUCTION MACHINE

MODEL
The analysis of observers for symmetric induction machines can be simplified considerably by the use of complex vector notation. Complex vector notation reduces the order of the system by a factor of two and also simplifies the cross coupling between the 4 and d axes through the use of the inherent 90" phase shift provided by j. It thus allows the treatment of the rotor flux as a single vector quantity allowing the development of frequency response functions (FRF). In general, the complex quantities are written in the form, fqds = f q s -jfds.
For implementing direct rotor flux field orientation, the stationary reference is the most suitable. Therefore, with the stationary reference implied and all rotor quantities referred to the stator, the induction machine electrical dynamics are characterized by the following equations: YM = rs iqds + p&is In addition, it will prove useful to define the following complex impedances:
(8) (9) (10) where a is the leakage or coupling factor, I rr and abr E K -j W Note that 2s) is a stator transient impedance and ab is the rotor velocity.
Equations (1-4) can be rearranged in terms of the stator current and rotor flux in a form similar to a state space model with the current and flux being the state variables.
Note, however, the system is nonlinear with respect to rotor velocity.
From (11) and (12), the induction machine electrical model can be formulated into a nonlinear block diagram as shown in Fig. 1 with stator voltage and rotor velocity treated as system inputs. [5] . In addition there is one cancellation method estimator.
Current Model Open-Loop Flux Observers
From (1 2) and Unfortunately, the parameter estimates used within the observer are never exactly correct. To evaluate the parameter dependent accuracy of the estimated flux, a FRF relating the estimated and actual fluxes has been found to be insightful and helpful. From (12) and (13), the estimated flux can be expressed as a response to the actual flux;
For steady state operation, p may be replaced by the excitation frequency, j w e , and the response function can be expressed as a function of the slip frequency, cos,
The influence of parameter estimate errors on the accuracy of the estimated flux is evident in the FRF magnitude and phase plots of (1 5) in Fig. 3 . At high slip the rotor flux magnitude response is sensitive primarily to the rotor resistance, while the estimated rotor flux phase angle is very insensitive to all parameter estimates. Near rated slip, both the flux angle and magnitude are sensitive to the estimated rotor resistance and magnetizing inductance. Note the accuracy is relatively unaffected by the rotor leakage inductance for any operating condition. 
Voltage Model Open-Loop Flux Observers
The voltage model utilizes the measured stator voltages and currents, but not the rotor velocity. It is commonly used to implement direct field orientation without measured velocity feedback for low cost drive applications Since the voltage model is essentially an integrator without feedback, it is sensitive to offset and drift errors. Thus a major problem with this open-loop observer is that it lacks feedback necessary for convergence. In practice, a low pass integrator is often used to provide stability. The corresponding flux estimation FRF is:
Replacing p by the excitation frequency, jw,, and incorporating the slip frequency, as, the flux estimation FRF can be rewritten as
With field oriented control, the slip frequency is held constant for given torque and flux commands independent of rotor velocity. Thus, analysis of the observer accuracy under this operating condition is very appropriate. Magnitude and phase plots of the complete FRF (19) Rotor Velocity (P.u.) Rotor Velocity (P.u.) Unlike the current model based observer, the accuracy of this observer is completely insensitve to rotor resistance but is most sensitive to stator resistance at low rotor velocities. At higher rotor velocities, the stator resistance I R drop in (16) is less significant relative to the speed voltage (back emf), resulting in reduced sensitivity to stator resistance. However, the low speed sensitivity is a well acknowledged limitation of this observer [2, 16] . Because the atmbutes of the two open-loop observers are in many ways complementary, there has been at least one attempt to create a better observer by directly merging the two models via selected weighting [4]. The concept is well merited however a better approach will be found in the form of a closed-loop observer.
Cancellation Method Open-Loop Flux Estimators
It is possible to construct a cancellation method openloop flux estimator based on the rotor and stator flux linkage and voltage loop equations as combined in (1 1) after substituting the estimated machine parameters and measured terminal properties as follows.
Noting the requirement for stator current differentiation, this cancellation method estimator would then appear as in Fig. 6 .
&r " - Although topologically similar, controllers used for closed-loop observers differ from physical system controllers. One important aspect is that no physical energy transfer occurs within the observer. Hence, the gains and the eigenvalues are not limited by physical constraints, but rather by disturbances in the form of measured signal quantization noise, and measured signal harmonic noise.
CLOSED-LOOP FLUX OBSERVERS
Another significant distinction between closed-loop observers and closed-loop physical systems lies in the properties of robustness and g c c u r a .
For the closed-loop observer, the model parameters and the observer controller's gains are fixed and thus entirely known by the controls designer. Thus, the closed-loop eigenvalues of all observers are completely deterministic, and the robustness of a closed-loop observer is guaranteed automatically by design.
For physical systems, only the controller's gains are entirely known and fixed by the controls designer. The plant model topology and its parameters are estimates, and should not be assumed to be correct. Thus, the closed-loop eigenvalues of controlled physical systems the closed-loop physical system is not guaranteed automatically by design.
For the closed-loop observer, the accuracv of the estimates is determined by the accuracy of open-loop observer model, by the observer topology (determined by which variables/inputs are measured and which are estimated), and by the observer controller's gains. Thus, a closed-loop observer is not inherently accu rate in estimating either static or dynamic properties. The following discussion of the closed-loop observer from Fig. 8 and alternative topologies will provide analysis to demonstrate such properties.
By comparison, the accuracy of a closed-loop physical system is primarily determined by the accuracy of the measured variables (sensor and signal conditioning accuracy) and only secondarily by the physical system controller in the way the controller rejects disturbances. Thus, a closed loop physical system is deterministically made accurate.
It should be noted that the gccuracy of the closed-loop observer is critical as it determines the robustness of the observer-based control system, e.g. the field oriented induction machine controller.
implicit Flux References for Gopinath Observers
To evaluate the accuracy of such closed-loop observers, the model of Fig. 8 may be modified by simple block diagram algebra of the inputs and feedback to show the closed loop flux estimation as in Fig. 9 .
are not completely deterministic, and the robutstnm of This is a particularly critical finding since it implies that even if the observer controller tracks the reference perfectly, the observer's flux estimate will still sensitive to parameter errors. Furthermore, at frequencies above the observer bandwidth the observer will follow the error properties of the current model open-loop observer.
It should be noted that these conclusions are not dependent on the actual configuration (sliding mode vs. PID, nonlinear, etc.) of the observer controller. However, alternative controllers cause different estimation dynamics and transition regions between the open-loop models. Thus, it is instructive to see how alternative closed loop observer controller topologies can affect design and transition properties. Both linear gain and nonlinear gain observer controllers will be evaluated.
Linear Gain Gopinath Observer Controllers
Gopinath style, closed-loop flux observer. Because the closed-loop observer is a controlled system within itself, the utilization of a set of controller gains including an integral control action is appropriate to deterministically set the observer's dynamic and static properties. The observer's dynamics are governed by three pairs of complex eigenvalues that vary with velocity. Such state variant dynamics are common to all nonlinear systems if constant controller gains are used.
It should be noted that this observer is particularly tedious to tune due to the large, nonlinear changes in its dynamics as a function of rotor velocity. Thus, despite the deterministic nature of observers, the nonlinearities included in the observer make this implementation impractical. The next section develops an intrinsically robust, velocity invariant design methodology which lends itself to practical implementation.
Nonlinear, Velocity Invariant Observer Controllers
The nonlinear, velocity varying dynamics of the flux observer can be made velocity invariant by different observer controller design approaches. The classical approach taken by prior researchers has been to form velocity dependent gain terms via algebraic eigenvalue solution techniques [8] . In this section an alternative approach is presented based on techniques which allow for substantial insight in how nonlinear physical system dynamics may be altered by controls design to achieve invariant closed loop dynamics [17,18] . In configuring the controller, the feedforward estimation model is set to retain the estimation properties of the current model open-loop observer. Thus, the nonlinear state feedback decoupling term requires that a corresponding term be added to the command feedforward controller.
The manipulated input decoupling is set to remove the velocity varying nature of the forward loop elements in the closed-loop observer model. Because this entire observer model is internal to the control processor, it is possible to algebraically simplify the observer implementation. Fig. 12 shows the result after simplification of feedback and feedforward terms. 
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Insight on the velocity invariant observer is enhanced by forming the feedforward terms to avoid differentiation, resulting in an explicit voltage model shown in Fig. 13 . Fig. 16 . For a high bandwidth, low noise, accurate velocity signal, a Luenberger-style velocity observer utilizing the measured rotor position (via a resolver) and estimated torque was implemented. The implementation and attributes of the velocity observer are documented in [19] . The entire system is implemented in software on the Motorola DSP56001 with a sample rate of 6 kHz. The direct field oriented controller results for the three forms of rotor flux estimation are shown in Fig's 17-19 The results generally substantiate the expected behavior. The current model is overall the best estimator in that the least dynamic distortion occurs. The voltage model is the next best estimator in that distortion occurs mostly at low speeds. It is also very sensitive to the quality and bandwidth of the low pass integrator. The closed-loop, velocity invariant observer with current model input provides as good a dynamic result as the current model observer at velocities well below the bandwidth of the observer. At higher velocities the observer moves into the transition region set by the eigenvalues and the parameter sensitivity varies as predicted by the FRF (22) . The cancellation method open-loop estimation method is the least desirable due to its inherent susceptibility to low speed noise. The closed-loop, velocity invariant, flux observer has the desirable low speed attributes of the current model, and the desirable high speed attributes of the voltage model. The bandwidth of the observer establishes the frequency (speed range) of the transition region. Such deterministic properties make this observer ideally suited for wide speed range applications requiring both zero speed and field weakening operation.
